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The automobile supplier, Eberspächer Exhaust Technology GmbH in Esslingen, Fortema
Robotic Co., Ltd. in Suzhou/China, Zambelli KG in Grafenau, a manufacturer of metal roof, roof
drainage and shelf systems, Beijing Benz Automotive Co. Ltd., a joint venture between
Daimler AG, Daimler Greater China Ltd. and Beijing Automobile Works in Beijing/China, and
Bernard Krone GmbH & Co. KG, an engineering factory in Spelle and a manufacturer of
transport and agricultural equipment, are the latest member corporations in MTM
ASSOCIATION e. V.

The automobile supplier, Eberspächer Exhaust Technology GmbH in Esslingen, Fortema
Robotic Co., Ltd. in Suzhou/China, Zambelli KG in Grafenau, a manufacturer of metal roof,
roof drainage and shelf systems, Beijing Benz Automotive Co. Ltd., a joint venture
between Daimler AG, Daimler Greater China Ltd. and Beijing Automobile Works in
Beijing/China, and Bernard Krone GmbH & Co. KG,  an engineering factory in Spelle and a
manufacturer of transport and agricultural equipment, are the latest member corporations in
MTM ASSOCIATION e. V. They, like more than 240 other corporations in Germany and around
the world, are counting on their membership for many good reasons. They include:

Training, advice, software and research – all from one source
One-MTM provides a global network of MTM experts
Products and services carry the “Approved by MTM” quality seal    
Consistent MTM usage thanks to standardized training at all the production sites around
the globe
Corporations save time and money when training their own MTM Instructors

The new MTM member corporations can benefit from the extended range of training
opportunities provided by MTM ASSOCIATION e. V. and its partners too, particularly
during the corona crisis. Interested parties from all over the world can now complete the MTM-
I Base, MTM-I and MTM-UAS training courses as e-learning programs completely in English.
The international partner network known as One-MTM makes this possible; it has been
supporting industrial firms with global operations in providing training for, implementing and
using the MTM methods standard in a uniform manner since the beginning of this year.  

Are you looking for a customized solution for your international production sites or your
employees? Please contact us.



Contact details:
Prof. Dr. Peter Kuhlang, e-mail: peter.kuhlang@dmtm.com
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